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Weapons Gear And Uniforms Of World War I Equipped For Battle
Between 1887 and 1895, the British art student Miles Vandercroft travelled around the world, sketching and painting the soldiers of the
countries through which he passed. In this age of dramatic technological advancement, Vandercroft was fascinated by how the rise of steam
technology at the start of the American Civil War had transformed warfare and the role of the fighting man. This volume collects all of
Vandercroft's surviving paintings, along with his associated commentary on the specific military units he encountered. It is a unique pictorial
guide to the last great era of bright and colourful uniforms, as well as an important historical study of the variety of steam-powered weaponry
and equipment that abounded in the days before the Great War of the Worlds.
This new, extensively researched volume (volume two in the series) is a comprehensive guide to the history, development, wear, and use of
uniforms and equipment during American military advisors involvement in the Vietnam War. Included are insignia, headgear, camouflage
uniforms, modified items, Flak vests, boots, clothing accessories, paper items and personal items from the years 1957-1972, all examined in
great detail. Using re-constructed and period photos, the author presents the look and appearance of American Army, Navy, and Marine
Corps advisors in Vietnam. ARVN Ranger, Airborne, and ARVN infantry advisors, all have their own chapter, along with Junk Force, RAG
Force, and South Vietnamese Naval and Marine Corps advisors.
In the years after World War I, the defeated and much-reduced German Army developed new clothing and personal equipment that drew
upon the lessons learned in the trenches. In place of the wide variety of uniforms and insignia that had been worn by the Imperial German
Army, a standardized approach was followed, culminating in the uniform items introduced in the 1930s as the Nazi Party came to shape
every aspect of German national life. The outbreak of war in 1939 prompted further adaptations and simplifications of uniforms and insignia,
while the increasing use of camouflaged items and the accelerated pace of weapons development led to the appearance of new clothing and
personal equipment. Medals and awards increased in number as the war went on, with grades being added for existing awards and new
decorations introduced to reflect battlefield feats. Specialists such as mountain troops, tank crews and combat engineers were issued
distinctive uniform items and kit, while the ever-expanding variety of fronts on which the German Army fought – from the North African desert
to the Russian steppe – prompted the rapid development of clothing and equipment for different climates and conditions. In addition, severe
shortages of raw materials and the demands of clothing and equipping an army that numbered in the millions forced the simplification of
many items and the increasing use of substitute materials in their manufacture. In this fully illustrated book noted authority Dr Stephen Bull
examines the German Army's wide range of uniforms, personal equipment, weapons, medals and awards, and offers a comprehensive guide
to the transformation that the German Army soldier underwent In the period from September 1939 to May 1945.
"Describes the uniforms, gear, and weapons used by U.S. and North Vietnamese forces during the Vietnam War"--Provided by publisher.
"Describes the uniforms, gear, and weapons used by U.S. and British forces during the American Revolution"--Provided by publisher.
Field gear and inert weapons and ordnance have long been popular items with militaria collectors. The Vietnam War by its very nature offers
an incredible range and variety of these items for the interested collector. The North Vietnamese and their puppet troops of the National
Liberation Front (Viet Cong or VC) relied primarily on communist allies (Russia, China, North Korea, Cuba and various Eastern Bloc countries
of the era) for their weapons and field gear. For this reason, Vietnam represents a microcosm of gear from all of this century's wars, dating
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back to World War I, as well as a wide range of improvised weapons and equipment. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the variety of
hand grenades used by the enemy, including Russian, Chinese, North Korean, Eastern European, French, Japanese and even modified,
captured U.S. grenades. Although impossible to completely catalog the extreme variety of weapons and field gear used by the PAVN and VC,
author Edward Emering has made a determined effort to present a wide overview of the weapons and field gear used from the late-1950s
through the modern era. He has been aided in his goal by obtaining access to the world class collection of the National Vietnam Veterans Art
Museum, located in Chicago, Illinois and by material from a number of extensive private collections. This book will help both the serious
collector as well as those individuals interested in acquiring only a token piece of history to avoid potentially costly mistakes. A value guide is
included.
This unique illustrated book charts the development in military uniform in relation to a shifting world, in an incredible visual directory with
expert analysis and commentary.
Building on the success of his best-selling The U.S. Army in the West, 1870-1880:Uniforms, Arms, and Equipment, Douglas C. McChristian
here presents a two-volume comprehensive account of the evolution of military arms and equipment during the years 1880-1892. The
volumes are set against the backdrop of the final decade of the Indian campaigns--a key period of transition in United States military history.
In Volume 2, he focuses on weapons and other accouterments, recounting in detail the army’s quest to find a repeating rifle that would serve
the needs of both cavalry and infantry across the plains. Drawing on extensive research in public and private collections throughout the
United States and lavishly illustrated with more than four hundred color and black-and-white illustrations, these volumes will serve as
invaluable references for collectors, curators, and students of militaria and of the frontier era.

"Describes the uniforms, gear, and weapons used by the Central Powers and Allied Powers during World War I"--Provided by
publisher.
A complete guide to regulation uniforms and field attire used in Vietnam contains information on uniform policies, headgear,
footwear, accessories, individual equipment, survival gear, and insignia
Includes glossary of U.S. military abbreviations.
Specially commissioned photographs of more than 700 key artifacts and military equipment bring to life the experiences of Union
and Confederate soldiers of all ranks, by exploring the uniforms, weapons, and objects carried by soldiers on both sides. ?There is
an abiding fascination with the Civil War. What personal items did soldiers carry in their haversacks? How did the weaponry differ
between ranks? What did the design of each unit’s flag symbolize? This is the ultimate quartermaster’s locker room—a full-scale
armory of detailed information. This is an essential work for those who wish to gain an in-depth understanding of military life during
one of the greatest conflicts in history—especially anyone interested in the widely popular Civil War reenactments. This book offers
unique and detailed information about the personal items that a typical soldier carried along with weapons and other military
necessities. Selected for their importance to the outcome, the artifacts include Union and Confederate guns, swords, artillery,
uniforms, medals, equipment, and much more. Each item is described, photographed, and discussed in detail, making this a
superb reference that brings the war to life.
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Om vinterkrigsførelse, kamp om vinteren, kamp i sne, kulde, frost, m.v. med russiske hær, sovjetiske hærstyrker, sovjetrussiske
hær, røde hær, røde armee, etc. i Rusland/Sovjetunionen, beskrevet ud fra krigshistoriske eksempler.
Description of the development and evolution of Army uniforms, equipment, and small arms during a pivotal decade of
experimentation and against the backdrop of a highly influential military operation - the Indian campaigns in the West.
Featuring for the first time in one reference volume the structure and equipment of the German and Axis terrestrial combat units in
World War II. The hardcover reference book examines the organization of each army, its rank structure and numerical groupings
as a prerequisite to examining each soldier’s equipment in detail: his clothing- boots, trousers, helmet, tunic, greatcoat,
camouflage, his weapons, his support items like medical kit, mess kit and rations. Each section will feature archive pictures of the
soldier in the field and specially photographed artifacts, showing preserved examples of the items that he carried with him. There
will be badges, medals, pennants and flags as well as other popular personal items carried by many troops like cigarette lighters,
razors and postcards of loved ones, which were not standard issue but of extreme importance to each man. The book will evaluate
that equipment and how it compared to that of other soldiers in other armies both on the same side and among the opposing
forces and provide a complete picture of the day-to-day lives and conditions of the fighting men of all countries and an essential
reference work for all military historians, collectors, modellers and interested general readers.
Army of the Duchy of Warsaw refers to the military forces of the Duchy of Warsaw during the Napoleonic era. The book are based
to several finest artwork of various famous Polish artist as Jan Chelmisnski, Julius Kosacks, Jozef Brandt Bronislaw
Gembarzewski and other

This wide-ranging display of artifacts from the Civil War will be an essential reference for collectors of military
paraphernalia, wargamers, and anyone interested in military history. Weapons and uniforms of both the North and South
have been photographed in vivid color for this book. Experts at West Point Military Academy and other military history
establishments approved the carefully researched and specially commissioned artwork of uniformed figures that appear
in this directory. Find superb photos of rifles, muskets, and handguns, ammunition, swords, bayonets, artillery pieces and
shells, as well as badges of rank, medals, belt buckles and uniforms.
"Describes the uniforms, gear, and weapons used by Union and Confederate forces during the American Civil
War"--Provided by publisher.
The uniforms worn by the military in the Republic of Texas from 1836 to 1846. Autographed copy.
This three-volume set is unquestionably the best reference on German SS military uniforms ever produced. This
spectacular work is a heavily documented record of all major clothing articles of the Waffen-SS. Hundreds of unpublished
bw photos were used in production. Original and extremely rare SS uniforms of various types are carefully photographed
and presented here.
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Designed to be the standard reference on Axis soldiers in World War II Covers troops from Germany, Italy, and Japan
Original photos from museums and private collections as well as specially taken color photos of uniforms and equipment
This first volume of Fighting Men of World War IIoffers a comprehensive, full-color look at the clothing (such as boots,
pants, helmet, tunic, greatcoat, camouflage, and badges), equipment, weapons, vehicles, and rations of Axis soldiers.
Also included are popular items, such as lighters, that were carried by many troops but were not standard issue. The
accompanying text describes the items and also compares them to those of other armies. The result is a complete
picture of the daily life and conditions of the fighting men of all countries. It is an essential reference work for all military
historians, collectors, and general readers. A second volume covering the Allies will be published in Fall 2008.
The #1 New York Times bestselling first-person account of the planning and execution of the Bin Laden raid from a Navy
SEAL who confronted the terrorist mastermind and witnessed his final moments. From the streets of Iraq to the rescue of
Captain Richard Phillips in the Indian Ocean, and from the mountaintops of Afghanistan to the third floor of Osama Bin
Laden’s compound, operator Mark Owen of the U.S. Naval Special Warfare Development Group—known as SEAL Team
Six—has been a part of some of the most memorable special operations in history, as well as countless missions that
never made headlines. No Easy Day puts readers alongside Owen and his fellow SEAL team members as they train for
the biggest mission of their lives. The blow-by-blow narrative of the assault, beginning with the helicopter crash that could
have ended Owen’s life straight through to the radio call confirming Bin Laden’s death, is an essential piece of modern
history. In No Easy Day, Owen also takes readers into the War on Terror and details the formation of the most elite units
in the military. Owen’s story draws on his youth in Alaska and describes the SEALs’ quest to challenge themselves at
the highest levels of physical and mental endurance. With boots-on-the-ground detail, Owen describes several missions
that illustrate the life and work of a SEAL and the evolution of the team after the events of September 11. In telling the
true story of the SEALs whose talents, skills, experiences, and exceptional sacrifices led to one of the greatest victories
in the War on Terror, Mark Owen honors the men who risk everything for our country, and he leaves readers with a deep
understanding of the warriors who keep America safe.
DIVSplendid pictorial history of military apparel includes the Revolutionary War, uniforms worn by the Texas Rangers
(1846), Louisiana Zouaves (1861), Philippine Scouts (1904), and members of the Women's Army Corps (1954). 32 fullcolor plates /div
Volume Two in the series, this book is all-inclusive, covering every aspect of aviation related uniforms and equipment
used by the American Navy during World War II. Chapters in this volume include; pre-war naval aviation and training,
survival equipment and aircraft carrier based aviation as well as parachute riggers, photographers, air gunners, fighter
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and bomber crews, USMC and more. Flying jackets, helmets and parachute systems are highlighted in addition to classA dress uniforms and insignia. Informative wartime documents and catalog excerpts are reproduced here for the first time
and hundreds of original unpublished archive photographs chronicle U.S. Navy aviation from 1941-1945. Original uniform
ensembles are showcased in full-color contemporary recreations, many of them in and around authentic World War II
aircraft.
Like its predecessors in the series, this book is an epic chronicle of previously unpublished topics, including the uniforms
and equipment of the submarine force, PT boat squadrons, mine warfare men, gun crews, signalmen, and more. In
addition, never-before addressed subjects including the U.S. Coast Guard, Merchant Marine, Public Health Service,
Coast and Geodetic Survey and the Samoan Fita-Fita are examined. Clothing, accoutrements, insignia, small arms,
knives, life jackets, novelty items and sweetheart jewelry are all covered.
"Describes the uniforms, gear, and weapons used by the Axis Powers and Allied Powers during World War II"--Provided
by publisher.
The Second World War saw huge advancements in military tactics and technology occurring at an unprecedented pace.
One such development was the employment of forces able to deploy at short notice by parachute across the globe,
utilizing the opportunities created by the advancements in aeronautical technology. These forces were created to deliver
an in-depth shock effect, and few have attracted more attention than Britain’s famed Parachute Regiment. This formation
was born from the humble beginnings of a fledgling unit drawn together from the British Army and Royal Air Force after
Winston Churchill called for a new capability to be created following German airborne successes in the opening stages of
the Second World War. Despite being initially poorly equipped, operating outdated aircraft and wearing clothing copied
from captured German examples, the Parachute Regiment rapidly grew into what would become two complete airborne
divisions – formations which played a key role in the destruction of the Axis forces. The equipment needed by these men
rapidly changed as the war evolved and this is clearly illustrated in the author’s fine and unique collection of rare
airborne items from that period, several of them being the sole surviving items known to exist. The chronological
historical information on Britain’s paratroopers’ role and development during the Second World War in this highly
illustrated book is not only supported by a comprehensive and rare collection of items displaying the development and
expansion of their equipment for each operation, but also by hundreds of original pictures which embrace the entire
period. Additionally, the book also briefly covers the Polish Parachute Brigade and the Canadian parachute formations
embedded into the British order of battle. This book provides a comprehensive pictorial display of Britain airborne forces
which will prove to be a ‘must have’ tool for military history enthusiasts, airborne collectors, re-enactors and modelers,
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as well as current serving soldiers linked by service to this truly special military formation.
Uniforms, Equipment and Weapons of the American Expeditionary Forces in World War I is a detailed look at the
uniforms, equipment, weapons, personal items, insignia, and specialist equipment of the American Army during the Great
War. This comprehensive study uses over 100 original black and white photographs of American soldiers, many of which
are previously unpublished. The book also shows over 700 full color photographs of original items as well as recreated
scenes that bring many of these items to life. Finally, one book that covers all of the nuances of the American Doughboy
during the Great War, from common uniforms and equipment, to the rare experimental and private purchased items. This
is an indispensable work for any First World War collector, living historian, modeller and enthusiast.
Covering in detail the combat and dress uniforms of the United States Marine in World War II, this new volume is
destined to become the World War II Marine Corps collector's reference! Shown in detail are the herringbone utilities that
Marines wore from Guadalcanal to Okinawa, as well as Summer Service, Winter Service and Dress (Blues) uniforms. A
special chapter is dedicated to Marine Corps shoulder sleeve insignia, and “Strikers” that Marines wore from 1943-1947.
Other chapters discuss foul weather gear, footwear, headwear, personal items, souvenirs and loot, and a special tribute
to the Navy Chaplains who faithfully served Marines in combat. Also covered are the evolution and many patterns of
Marine Corps camouflage (1942-1945). There are also dedicated chapters on the Marine Raiders and Marine Paratroop
Battalions – known as “Paramarines”. This book is filled with an endless array of unpublished and seldom seen wartime
photographs, as well as beautifully shot full-color clothing and equipment layouts.
"Describes weapons, gear, and uniforms used by various military forces during America's biggest wars"-Weapons, Gear, and Uniforms of World War IICapstone
"Describes the uniforms, gear, and weapons used by U.S. and Iraqi forces during the Iraq War"--Provided by publisher.
" ... boys can read about the action and adventure of battle in Bible times ..."
From the author of the highly successful Periodontal Surgery: A Clinical Atlas comes another lavishly illustrated, comprehensive
book on an important aspect of periodontics-periodontal maintenance therapy. Topics such as the role of maintenance therapy in
periodontal therapy, long-term success-oriented selection of treatment methods, successful regeneration of bone defects,
restoration and maintenance of periodontal tissue health, and approaches to potential complications in maintenance are covered
in individual chapters of the book. Each chapter begins with a discussion of its subject matter, which includes explanations of
current terminology and comprehensive reviews of the periodontal literature as well as numerous illustrations, tables, and
diagrams. Every chapter concludes with a presentation of relevant case studies-some with more than 25 years of follow-up - to
demonstrate the clinical applications of the topic at hand. An exceptional resource for current information on periodontal
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maintenance therapy for general dentists as well as specialists and researchers in periodontology.
July 2019 Printed in BLACK AND WHITE The Army's Weapon Systems Handbook was updated in July 2019, but is still titled
"Weapon Systems Handbook 2018." We are printing this in black and white to keep the price low. It presents many of the
acquisition programs currently fielded or in development. The U.S. Army Acquisition Corps, with its 36,000 professionals, bears a
unique responsibility for the oversight and systems management of the Army's acquisition lifecycle. With responsibility for
hundreds of acquisition programs, civilian and military professionals collectively oversee research, development and acquisition
activities totaling more than $20 billion in Fiscal Year 2016 alone. Why buy a book you can download for free? We print this so you
don't have to. We at 4th Watch Publishing are former government employees, so we know how government employees actually
use the standards. When a new standard is released, somebody has to print it, punch holes and put it in a 3-ring binder. While this
is not a big deal for a 5 or 10-page document, many DoD documents are over 400 pages and printing a large document is a timeconsuming effort. So, a person that's paid $25 an hour is spending hours simply printing out the tools needed to do the job. That's
time that could be better spent doing mission. We publish these documents so you can focus on what you are there for. It's much
more cost-effective to just order the latest version from Amazon.com. SDVOSB If there is a standard you would like published, let
us know. Our web site is usgovpub.com
A lot of lively drawings reproduce with complete authenticity uniforms from the American Revolution - British, French, German, and
American. Each regiment is described briefly, with complete instructions for accurately coloring the buckskin, fur, and feathered
clothing of common soldiers as well as the distinctive hues of the officers' uniforms. Peter Copeland, historical artist and
consultant, has reconstructed these uniforms from early descriptions and other source material, illustrating many for the first time.
The book comes in multiple editions to suit varying needs and budgets: - A pocket-size (6x8") edition of the book printed in blackand-white to make it more affordable. If you have that version, you may see the color illustrations through the link at the publisher's
website. - A full-size physical desk reference, making up for its lesser portability with the most readable tables and larger images.
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